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Abstract: Microscopy slides are routinely created as part of sexual assault workflows for screening
purposes and retained indefinitely with instances, such as cold cases, where they are the only
remaining source of evidence. To date, no method has been developed to harvest the cells from
these slides for differential extraction using the i-sep® DL column or Intimate extraction using the
PrepFiler™ Express chemistry supplemented with 60 mM DTT. This study used mock sexual assault
slides from 2010 to develop a potential cell harvesting method, then tested both the extraction
methods on historic casework slides collected in the 1980s and 1990s. Key findings included the
necessity to re-screen slides microscopically to assess current cellular loading and the utility of using
phase contrast to enhance visualisation of spermatozoa on historic slides. Both extraction methods
successfully recovered DNA and generated partial profiles from the 1990s slides, but 1980s slides were
too degraded to provide informative profiles. Differential extraction provided additional contextual
information by separating contributors into sperm and non-sperm fractions, resulting in cleaner
sperm profiles for interpretation. The study successfully established methods for historic microscope
slides to be used as viable sources of evidence, potentially aiding in the progression and resolution of
sexual assault investigations.

Keywords: DNA analysis; differential extraction; sexual assault; cold case; microscopy slides;
investigative leads; cell harvesting; sperm

1. Introduction

Advancements in technology have progressively allowed greater sensitivity and
discrimination when processing exhibits for forensic DNA analysis. These method op-
timisations aim to facilitate maximum DNA recovery and generate profiles suitable for
searching against databases for identification. This is especially advantageous for cold case
investigations, where new leads of enquiry may prove crucial to resolving crimes which
remain unsolved. DNA evidence can be crucial to the progression of a sexual assault case
as eyewitnesses are often not available, the victim may be unable to recall the details of the
offence and/or offender as well as potential issues with recall accuracy [1–3]. Sexual assault
kits (SAK’s) are routinely collected during the investigation of alleged sexual offences and
include the recovery of samples such as hairs, fibres, fingernail scrapings and bodily fluids
including saliva, semen and blood [4]. Collection media can vary between jurisdictions but
often includes gauzes and swabs, which can be examined in DNA analysis workflows. Due
to the consumption of samples during testing, one of the fundamental limitations facing
cold case investigations is obtaining sufficient evidentiary sample to undergo testing using
novel or updated methodologies.

The differential extraction method to separate sperm and non-sperm cells into in-
dividual DNA extracts is commonly employed within forensic laboratories processing
samples from sexual assault casework, with continuing development and optimization of
the method [5–9]. This separation facilitates clearer resolution of individual contributor
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profiles from a mixed cell sample, increasing the likelihood of generating informative pro-
files [5,9]. Screening samples is an important aspect of SAK processing as the identification
of sperm cells can provide contextual information relating to the case and direct the sample
for the appropriate DNA analysis method [10]. A common screening method uses the SAK
swabs to create smears on microscope slides which are then stained with traditional stains
such as Christmas Tree, or newer fluorescence-based methods such as Sperm Hy-Liter™,
which selectively stain sperm heads [11,12]. This simplifies screening by making sperm
cells more distinguishable amongst heavy epithelial loading or cells with a similar visual
appearance, such as yeast [12]. After identifying the presence of sperm cells, eligible swabs
are then directed for the appropriate processing with slides entered into long-term storage
as they were not the primary source of evidence.

Due to elapsed time and consumption of samples during previous testing, cold case
sexual assault investigations often have no original exhibits available for additional analysis.
In these cases microscopy slides created for screening may provide the only potential source
of biological material, even though they were not originally intended for DNA processing.
Cold case microscopy slides present a unique challenge for processing as dye stains can
inconsistently fade over time, reducing both the visual identification of spermatozoa and
the ability to target areas of the slide to recover sperm cells [11,13]. The alternative is to swab
the entire slide surface in an attempt to collect all cells but the efficacy of cell harvesting in
this manner is uncertain, with previous in-house work failing to yield quantifiable results.

The services provided by forensic laboratories have evolved from simple screening
and presumptive testing of suspected semen stains to advanced DNA extraction and
comparison of resulting profiles against both State and National DNA databases. A recent
development was the use of the i-sep® DL spin column for differential separation and
extraction of sexual assault samples [14]. Unlike conventional differential separation
methods which rely on pelleting the sperm cells, the i-sep® method allows for direct lysis of
the sample substrate which maximises the recovery of DNA in both sperm and non-sperm
fractions. This increase in extraction efficiency has been shown to improve from ~50%
for traditional pellet differential extraction to >99% sperm cell recovery using the i-sep®

method [14]. Other laboratories employ direct whole sample lysis on intimate samples
with no sperm cell specific lysis steps, instead performing mixture analysis on the final
profiles [15]. Irrespective of method, the addition of dithiothreitol (DTT) is common in
sexual assault workflows to facilitate cell lysis and DNA release from sperm cells [5,9].

Studies into the applicability of using microscope slides as a source of forensic evidence
have been promising. A 1997 study demonstrated that DNA could be recovered from
cytological smears, with the conclusion that this has value for sexual assault casework
by providing new lines of enquiry for investigators [16]. In pathology laboratories, slides
are often created from tissue using formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE), cytologic
preparations or direct smears [17]. These are routinely processed by scraping the surface
of the slide using a scalpel blade as a means of cell harvesting, before undergoing DNA
analysis [17,18]. These laboratories often face a similar issue as cold case investigations
where limited sample exists for analysis, prompting the development of methods to use
pathology diagnostic slides as sources of DNA.

Applying the similar principles of slide processing undertaken in pathology laborato-
ries to forensic workflows is not without precedent. The utility of this was demonstrated
in a United States review of unsolved sexual assault homicides where microscopy smears
underwent re-screening and extraction [19]. Six cases were identified to be unsolved and
have visible sperm cells present, with profiles obtained from all six slides, resulting in both
identification and exclusion of suspects. The processes used were simple and cost-effective,
utilising an already implemented differential extraction method and simply swabbing of
the slides for cell collection. While a promising study, no measure of recovery rates to
ascertain the efficiency of cell collection and whether swabbing was sufficient to collect all
cells on the slide surface was performed.
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The differential separation and extraction method will remain a core process in sexual
assault workflows, so developing a method for processing microscopy slides with the
i-sep® differential separation (DL) would be advantageous. To date, no research has been
published on the combination of scraping historic microscope slides for cell harvesting and
processing using either the i-sep® DL or direct extraction methods undertaken in this study.
Additionally, the use of multiple slides for scraping and pooling into one extraction has not
been explored. Using a stepwise testing approach over 3 phases of increasing microscope
slide sample age, this study aims to develop a method for maximising the collection of cells
and evaluate the DNA recovery efficiency of direct extraction or i-sep® DL methods from
archived microscope slide smears from sexual assault investigations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Microscope Slide Samples

Both mock-samples and real casework samples were processed as part of this study
which was separated into three distinct phases. Phase 1 used mock samples previously
prepared for a 2010 project verifying the use of Christmas tree staining for sperm cell
screening. These samples consisted of buccal cells from a known female donor and sperm
cells from a known male donor were pipetted onto the surface of glass slides, dried on a
drying rack before staining with either Crystal violet or Christmas tree stains [20,21]. Slides
were then coverslipped with Depex mounting medium, dried in an oven overnight at 37 ◦C
and stored at room temperature long term. Phase 2 and 3 comprised of historic Casework
samples from the 1990s and 1980s, respectively. All slides used in Phases 2 and 3 were
from solved cases and approved for use by the relevant authority. These historic slides
were prepared from either swabs which were smeared across the slide surface or stains
moistened with a drop of water and scraped across the slide surface. Slides were then dried
on a hot plate followed by heat fixation by passing the slide face down through a Bunsen
flame. Not all slides were coverslipped and/or stained with crystal violet before being
placed into long term storage at room temperature.

2.2. Light Microscopy

Light microscopy was used to visualise any stained material, with methodical passes
over the slide surface to ensure all areas were assessed. Microscope slides were re-screened
using the Olympus BX53 light microscope and images captured using the cellSens Entry
Imaging Software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) on 20× or 40× magnification, and scored using
the criteria listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Scoring criteria based on number of spermatozoa microscopically observed on either
Christmas Tree or Crystal Violet stained slides at specified magnifications and the corresponding
recorded result.

Sperm Observed at 40× Field for
Christmas Tree Staining

Sperm Observed at 100× Field for
Crystal Violet Staining Recorded Result

>60 per 40× field 13 or more per 100× field Many

31–60 per 40× field 6–12 per 100× field +++

11–30 per 40× field 3–6 per 100× field ++

1–10 per 40× field 1–2 per 100× field +

1–10 per 3–6 40× fields 1–2 per 3–6 100× fields Occasional

1–10 per 6–12 40× fields 1–2 per 6–12 100× fields Very Occasional

No sperm seen No sperm seen Negative

On historic casework slides which had lost their visible staining, microscope screening
was performed on the same Olympus BX53 light microscope using phase contrast, or
brightfield microscopy without the top lens to visualise any unstained cellular material
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deposited on the slide surface. Slides with spermatozoa visually confirmed were deemed
candidates for processing with the remainder returned to storage.

2.3. Microscope Slide Preparation

The front and back of any cover slipped slides were wiped with 70% ethanol (Rowe
Scientific, Wangara, Australia) before incubation in a Xylene (Rowe Scientific, Wangara,
Australia) bath for three days to dissolve the Depex mounting media. Using a new sterile
scalpel blade for each sample, the coverslip was carefully separated from the microscope
slide, followed by dipping into an absolute ethanol (Rowe Scientific, Wangara, Australia)
bath to remove any residual Depex and allowed to air dry. Non-coverslipped slides were
wiped with ethanol on the back only, with care taken to ensure that the correct side was
selected for wiping.

2.4. Microscope Slide Cell Harvest

Sixty microlitres of the appropriate lysis buffer (non-sperm lysis buffer (0.1 M NaCl,
10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.8 mg/mL Proteinase K) for i-sep® samples, Prepfiler™
lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 60 mM DTT
(Bio-Strategy, Campbellfield, Australia) for direct extraction samples) was pipetted onto the
slide. Using a fresh sterile scalpel blade, the surface of the slide was scraped to dislodge any
cellular material on the surface. An excised Copan rayon swab head (Copan Diagnostics
Incorporated, Murrieta, CA, USA) was then used to collect all of the liquid with cellular
material from the microscope slide and the surface of the scalpel blade and immediately
placed into the appropriate tube (i-sep® DL column or Lysep column). A visual check of
the slide and blade was made to ensure all liquid had been collected and the scalpel blade
discarded. Once all samples had been prepared, the remainder of the appropriate buffer (to
a final volume of 500 µL) was pipetted into the sample tubes. For Phase 3 testing where
two different slides were combined into a single extraction, 30 µL of the appropriate lysis
buffer was applied to each slide and half a cut swab head used to collect the liquid.

2.5. i-sep® Differential Separation (DS)

The i-sep® differential separation was performed as described in White et al. [14].
Samples were incubated using non-sperm lysis buffer for 1 h at 56 ◦C, on a thermal shaker
set to 800 rpm. Samples were then centrifuged at 4500× g before the i-sep® column
containing the substrate was transferred to a new collection tube, with the original tube
containing the non-sperm fraction. The samples then underwent a second 1 h incubation
using 500 µL of non-sperm lysis buffer with additional 2% SDS (PathWest Media, Nedlands,
Australia), before three washes using non-sperm lysis buffer. Samples underwent a final
incubation for sperm lysis using Prepfiler™ lysis buffer supplemented with 60 mM DTT
for 40 min at 70 ◦C on a thermal shaker set to 750 rpm.

2.6. Direct Extraction Method

Samples undergoing direct extraction were incubated in 500 µL of PrepFiler™ lysis
buffer supplemented with 60 mM DTT for 40 min at 70 ◦C, 750 rpm in a thermal shaker.
After incubation, the samples were centrifuged at 10,000× g for 2 min to collect the lysate
for DNA extraction.

2.7. DNA Extraction

The non-sperm fractions from the i-sep® differential method were concentrated to
~200 µL using the Microcon® DNA Fast Flow Centrifugal Filter Unit (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany), followed by DNA extraction using the PrepFiler Express™ Forensic DNA Extrac-
tion Kit and AutoMate Express™ System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
For sperm cell lysis, sperm fractions were incubated in the i-sep® DL spin column with
500 µL of PrepFiler™ lysis buffer supplemented with 60 mM DTT for 40 min at 70 ◦C,
750 rpm in a thermal shaker. After incubation, the samples were centrifuged at 15,700× g
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for 5 min to collect the lysate, from which DNA was extracted on the AutoMate Express™
DNA extraction system.

2.8. DNA Quantification and STR Analysis

Samples were quantified using the Quantifiler™ Trio DNA Quantification Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) on the Applied Biosystems 9700 Real-Time PCR
System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and analyzed using HID real-time
PCR analysis software v1.3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Quantification
metrics included the Short Autosomal (SA) which asses the total DNA within the sample,
the male component (Y) as well as the Degradation Index (D.I). The D.I is presented
as a numerical value, with greater degradation associated with increasing values. This
degradation can impact profiling, as disproportionate reduction of allele amplification at
loci associated with larger DNA fragments leads to a ski-slope morphological appearance
of final electropherograms [22].

STR profiling was performed using the PowerPlex® 21 System (PP21) (Promega Cor-
poration, Madison, WI, USA). DNA input was targeted to 0.5 ng, with samples being
diluted according to an internally verified dilution table. For low-level samples unable
to reach the target input a maximum loading of 15 µL of sample was added, to achieve
a final PCR volume of 25 µL. All samples underwent 30 cycles of amplification on the
ProFlex™ PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), followed by capil-
lary electrophoresis using the Applied Biosystems 3500xL Genetic Analyser (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 1.2 kV for 24 s injection parameters. Profile analysis was
performed using the GeneMapper ID-X software v1.6 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA), with internally validated limit of detection (LOD) threshold of 100 RFU and
limit of quantification (LOQ) of 250 RFU. Homozygote peaks had equal or greater than
1200 RFU with heterozygote alleles having to balance ratio of 50% or greater to be con-
sidered passing. A profile was deemed to be informative if it contained passing loci at a
minimum of six of the 21 loci within the PowerPlex® 21 kit.

3. Results
3.1. Phase 1—Evaluation of DNA Recovery and DNA Quality of Scraped Cellular Material from
Cover Slipped Crystal Violet and Christmas Tree Stained Mock Sexual Assault Microscope Slide
Smears of Decreasing Sperm Scores Prepared in 2010

All slides had visible purple (crystal violet) or green (Christmas tree) staining (Figure 1),
indicating cellular loading was present on the surface.
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Microscopy screening confirmed the presence of sperm and non-sperm cells on the
slides for all scored slides (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Representative images of slides from displaying different microscopy scoring of 2010 stained
with Christmas Tree or Crystal Violet and extracted using either the direct extraction or differential
separation method. Black arrowheads indicate intact sperm heads.

Quantification results from harvested cellular material off the microscope slides indicated
successful DNA recovery from all samples processed by both the direct extraction and i-sep®

DS methods, irrespective of staining with crystal violet or Christmas tree stains (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of DNA recovery, quality and PP21 passing loci from Secondary Phase 1 slides
processed by either direct extraction or differential separation extraction methods for DNA recovery
from crystal violet (CV) and Christmas tree (CT) stained slides from 2010.

Extraction
Method Stain Original

Sperm Scoring Fraction SA (ng/µL) Y (ng/µL) DI Passing Loci Mixture

Direct
extraction

Christmas Tree ++ - 1.83 0.182 8.29 13/21 Yes

Christmas Tree + - 0.264 0.0976 3.98 14/21 Yes

Crystal Violet + - 0.103 0.0256 19.42 8/21 Yes

Crystal Violet +/Occasional - 0.155 0.0227 17.75 9/21 Yes

i-sep®

differential
separation

Christmas Tree ++
Non-sperm 1.131 0.007 3.325 15/21 No

Sperm 0.054 0.054 3.283 16/21 No

Christmas Tree +
Non-sperm 0.697 0.025 3.554 14/21 Yes

Sperm 0.072 0.092 2.260 19/21 No

Crystal Violet +
Non-sperm 0.415 0.011 4.201 11/21 Yes

Sperm 0.061 0.058 5.917 10/21 No

Crystal Violet +/Occasional
Non-sperm 0.100 0.007 5.178 13/21 Yes

Sperm 0.045 0.040 8.403 12/21 Yes

NB: SA—short autosomal DNA concentration; Y—male DNA concentration; DI—degradation index. Passing loci
represents number of loci with alleles suitable for interpretation using the PowerPlex® 21 STR kit.
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Y-DNA was reported in both non-sperm and sperm fractions of the i-sep® samples,
with increased Y to SA ratios as well as greater total Y values in the sperm fractions. DI
values for all samples processed by the direct extraction method were higher than the
corresponding i-sep® DS samples, most prominent with the crystal violet stained samples.
All i-sep® DS sperm fractions demonstrated successful separation of the contributors with
single source male profiles obtained for three samples, with the final sample a two-person
mixture that contained a clear male major profile. All samples processed by the direct
extraction method and non-sperm fractions from i-sep® DS had Y quantification results
that were lower than the short autosomal concentration, indicating multiple contributors.
This was reflected in the electropherograms as all contained 2-person major female/minor
male profiles.

3.2. Phase 2—Evaluation of DNA Recovery and DNA Quality of Scraped Cellular Material from
Historic Casework Sexual Assault Microscope Slide Smears from the 1990s

Results from 1990s slides were more variable than Phase 1, with sperm cells not
observed on all slides. This included slides which had previously been scored ‘+++’
indicating large numbers of spermatozoa observed during the original examination, yet
this was not replicated in contemporary screening (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Representative images of historic slides from sexual assault cases stained with crystal
violet and extracted using the direct extraction or differential separation method. Black arrowheads
indicate intact sperm heads. ECS = Endocervical Swab, HVS = High Vaginal Swab and LVS = Low
Vaginal Swab.

Both ‘occasional’ scored slides provided no usable genetic information as no loci were
detected when processed by either the direct extraction or i-sep® method (Table 3). A further
direct extraction sample did not recover sufficient DNA to generate an informative profile.
With the exception of a single sample, all i-sep® sperm fractions were able to generate
informative profiles, with final profiles exhibiting ski-slope morphology of varying severity.

While the majority of male DNA was quantified in the sperm fraction, the non-sperm
fraction all had Y-quantification results, indicating male DNA to be present in all samples.
Final profiles did not necessarily reflect this, with sample 1993 high vaginal swab (HVS)
appearing as a single source female profile for the non-sperm fraction and a two-person
mixture in the sperm fraction due to female carryover. Both of the samples processed by
the direct extraction method which had reportable DNA quantification resulted in mixed
final profiles from two contributors.
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Table 3. Comparison of DNA recovery, DNA quality and passing PP21 loci from cellular material
harvested from crystal violet stained casework slides from the 1990s processed using direct extraction
and differential separation extraction methods.

Extraction
Type

Year of
Preparation

Type of
Smear

Original
Microscopy

Score
Fraction SA (ng/µL) Y (ng/µL) DI Passing

Loci Mixture

Direct
extraction

1995 Endocervical ++ - 0.031 0.022 34.01 8/21 Yes

1995 High
Vaginal ++ - 0.068 0.027 7.130 10/21 Yes

1993 Low Vaginal + - 0.0006 0.0002 10.74 0/21 -

1993 Vulva Occ - N/D N/D N/A 0/21 -

i-sep®

differential
separation

1995 Endocervical ++ non-sperm 0.0074 0.003 6.648 8/21 Yes

sperm 0.183 0.179 3.266 16/21 No

1995
High

Vaginal
++ non-sperm 0.346 0.0067 16.41 11/21 Yes

sperm 0.161 0.206 5.972 13/21 No

1993 Labial Occ
non-sperm 0.0002 N/D - 0/21 -

sperm N/D N/D - 0/21 -

1993 High
Vaginal

+++ non-sperm 0.0228 0.0002 8.607 9/21 No

sperm 0.0675 0.0167 15.50 10/21 Yes

NB: SA—short autosomal DNA concentration; Y—male DNA concentration; DI—degradation index; N/D—non
detected. Passing loci represents number of loci with alleles suitable for interpretation using the PowerPlex®

21 STR kit.

3.3. Phase 3—Evaluation of DNA Recovery and DNA Quality of Scraped Cellular Material from
Historic Casework Sexual Assault Microscope Slide Smears from the 1980s

Screening of the 1980s slides showed that the slides had very little to no visible
cellular material clearly identifiable on the slide surface, which was reflected in the lack of
material when viewed microscopically. Most of the structures seen were amorphous ‘jelly
like’ or debris such as dust on the slide and not representative of any biological material.
Utilising phase contrast or brightfield microscopy without the top lens, the morphology of
spermatozoa (if present) was enhanced allowing for easier visual identification on historic
casework slides (Figure 4).
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This increase in spermatozoa visualization was most pronounced on slides where
epithelial cell loading was in excess to sperm cells and/or slides where the stain had
bleached out (Figure 5). Overall, phase contrast provided the greatest enhancement to
sperm cell identification as the contrast between the sperm head and background was more
pronounced than just top lens removal (Figure 5).
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of historic slides from 1980s sexual assault cases stained with crystal violet and extracted using the
direct extraction or differential separation method. All slides had no visible stain remaining at the
time of rescreening. Black arrowheads indicate intact sperm heads.

The comparison between individual slide extraction and pooling of slides into the same
extraction failed to yield improvements in the recovery of DNA (Table 4). No samples from
Phase 3 reported any Y quantification result, indicating no male DNA had been recovered
from any slides (Table 4). Degradation Index value were not able to be established for any
of the samples, indicating significant degradation beyond the limits of the quantification
kit. Due to the lack of observed spermatozoa and poor recovery of DNA, STR profiling was
not performed on these samples.
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Table 4. Summary of results from Casework slides from the 1980s processed using direct extraction
and i-sep® extraction methods on quantification metrics.

Extraction Type Year of
Preparation Type of Smear Original

Microscopy Score Fraction SA (ng/µL) Y (ng/µL) DI

Single slide

Direct
extraction

1986 Labial +++ - Undet Undet ND

1989 High Vaginal + - 0.0014 0.0005 ND

i-sep®

1986 Endocervical +++ non-sperm Undet Undet ND

sperm 0.0002 Undet ND

1986 Endocervical +++ non-sperm 0.0012 Undet ND

sperm 0.013 Undet 33.23

Pooled slides

Direct
extraction

1986 Endocervical
/Anal +++/++ - 0.0002 Undet ND

1986 High Vaginal /
Low Vaginal +++/+++ - 0.0012 0.0002 ND

i-sep®

1988 Labial / High
Vaginal

++/++
non-sperm Undet Undet ND

sperm 0.0006 Undet ND

1988 Endocervical /
Low Vaginal

++/++
non-sperm 0.0021 Undet ND

sperm 0.0014 Undet ND

NB: SA—short autosomal DNA concentration; Y—male DNA concentration; DI—degradation index;
N/D—non detected.

4. Discussion

This study demonstrated that cellular material from microscope slides may be har-
vested by scraping using a sterile scalpel blade, with DNA recovery achieved by both the
i-sep® differential separation and direct extraction methods. Microscopy became a critical
part of the study, facilitating the visualisation of spermatozoa on the slides to ensure the
appropriate samples were selected for processing. It is well established that DNA will
degrade over time at varying rates due to internal and external factors on the sample
such as environment pre and post-sampling, testing applied and storage [23,24]. Even the
collection site can have a significant impact on the persistence of sperm cells, which can
directly affect the number of spermatozoa that are able to be viewed microscopically [24].

The slides in this study were up to 36 years old and all were stored in cardboard
boxes at room temperature. There is little doubt that age alone would be a significant
contributor to the levels of DNA degradation observed across all three experimental phases.
As such, the state of cells on the slides are not necessarily going to reflect their original
microscopy scoring and it became apparent that the re-screen was required to ensure
the most appropriate slides were being processed. As it is recognised that dye stains
will fade over time, the observation of reduced evident staining on the historic slides
was not unexpected [11,13]. This reduction of staining made it challenging to observe
sperm cells on the historic slides using traditional microscopy, however several easily
implemented variations proved beneficial, including the removal of the top lens which
allowed greater depth, making sperm easier to locate. The use of phase-contrast microscopy
was demonstrated to be advantageous in slide-screening as the greatly enhanced contrast
facilitated more readily observable sperm cells on slides. The difference in visualisation
was significant enough that sperm cells were located on slides which had previously been
scored negative when using traditional light microscopy.

While the study successfully recovered DNA from the slides from 2010 and the 1990s,
all slides from the 1980s failed to provide any sort of useable profile information, despite
the sampling of two slides being combined into the same extraction. This indicates that
these samples have experienced DNA loss and degradation to a level where the DNA was
no longer suitable for processing using this slide method. Although age is likely to be a
significant cause of degradation other factors, such as slide preparation methods, cannot
be excluded contributing to this observation. No records exist that provide details on
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differences between processing of the 1980s or 1990s slides in this study, however that does
not mean that differences did not exist. Furthermore, the relatively small sample size means
that the findings of non-informative profiles are limited to this study and is not an absolute
conclusion that all slides from the 1980s will have the same result. While the results of this
study demonstrated difficulty in obtaining DNA from the 1980s slides, novel work in other
fields has shown promise as alternative pathways for analysis. Theunissen et al. (2021)
found the use of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) and cell picking to achieve STR typing
from single sperm cells. The Authors describe potential limitations in regard to staining, but
suggest that this sort of DNA profiling workflow may be well suited to historic cases where
limitations exist of sample availability, specifically mentioning microscopy slides [25].

The quantifiable male DNA in the direct extraction samples demonstrated that it was
able to successfully recover DNA from slides, but at a loss of the contextual information
provided by separating the extract into sperm and non-sperm fractions. This could become
problematic in instances where the non-sperm component of the mixture is in excess to
the sperm component. In these cases, the minor sperm cell profile can be difficult to
isolate using traditional autosomal STR analysis, meaning only Y-STR kits are suitable for
profiling [25]. This limits the evidentiary potential by reducing the ability to generate a
profile which is unique to the sperm contributor. Nevertheless, there is still investigative
potential in the direct extraction method for slide extraction, especially in the context of
Cold Cases, where every lead could be significant to the resolution of a case.

The use of laser microdissection (LMD) has been widely demonstrated to be an
effective method to selectively recover sperm cells from microscope slides [15,26,27]. LMD
employs a laser to cut out specifically stained cells from the slide surface, with the greater
selectivity leading to reduced potential for mixtures in the resulting profiles [28]. Other
novel techniques include the use of antibodies to selectively target sperm cells in a mixture
and selective degradation kits (such as the Erase Sperm Isolation Kit) which specifically
degrade non-sperm to leave a clean sperm DNA extract [26]. While these techniques
show promise, all have their own limitations that limit their widespread implementation
in forensic workflows. Despite the advantages of LMD, cost is a key consideration with
significant initial investment and on-going consumables leading to greater per sample
expenditure [15]. Sperm antibody separation still requires further research and validation
before widespread implementation and, despite providing cleaner sperm fractions, the
selective degradation kits have been shown to have significantly lower total DNA recovery
from semen [29,30].

Considering the degradative effect that time has on the stability of DNA, it was
unknown whether the i-sep® method and its multiple wash steps would lead to a loss of
DNA when compared to the direct extraction method, which has the advantage of keeping
all lysed DNA in a single tube. The results of this study demonstrate the efficiency of the
i-sep® method in recovering DNA and the additional advantage of separating the sperm
and non-sperm fractions. Overall, the sperm fractions from the i-sep® method represented
either single-source or clear male major profiles, with little to no female carryover of female
DNA. Equally, while there were traces of male DNA in the non-sperm fractions, this is not
unexpected as there is non-sperm DNA present in ejaculate and the high degradation could
mean some sperm cells could have prematurely lysed into the non-sperm fraction. This has
been previously reported, with the emphasis that the measure of a successful extraction
is reflected in the majority of male DNA being extracted into the sperm fraction [23]. For
this study, all i-sep® samples had the clear majority of male DNA contained within the
sperm fraction, supporting that the i-sep® is a suitable method for extracting DNA from
historic slides.

Despite the development of new techniques for sperm cell screening, the differential
extraction method remains the most utilised method for processing sexual assault sam-
ples [29]. In a review of current methods for examining sexual assault evidence, Clark et al.
found the differential extraction to have its own limitations (such as time and manual
complexity) but was still able to provide strong DNA recovery of sperm cells in mixtures,
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with more informative male profiles due to the separation of sperm and non-sperm frac-
tions [29]. This aligns with the findings of this study where the i-sep® was able to provide
more informative sperm fraction profiles when compared to the mixed profiles resulting
from the direct extraction. With the differential extraction likely to remain a core process
for sexual assault workflows, the ability to apply optimised versions to historic cases via
microscopy slides is a clear advantage for investigators. From the results of this study,
the recommendation would be to screen potential candidate slides to assess the current
sperm cell loading, followed by extraction using the i-sep® method to maximise both DNA
recovery and contextual information from the separation of the sperm fraction. The direct
extraction method should be employed as appropriate, depending on the specific sample
is the aim is to recover all male DNA into one final extraction. These are the primary
workflows that have been implemented by the laboratory, with results from Casework
samples having been presented and accepted as evidence in Court.

5. Conclusions

The ability to provide new investigative leads in all investigations is advantageous
for any forensic laboratory with this especially true for cold cases, but Investigators often
are limited by the sample available for testing. The results of the experiments in this study
clearly demonstrated the ability of the i-sep® differential extraction and direct extraction
methods to recover DNA from historic microscope slides up to 30 years old. While the
method has limitations pertaining to age-related degradation of the cells on the slides, the
added benefit of sperm and non-sperm fraction separation using the i-sep® method was
retained. The study also highlighted the importance of ensuring that historic slides are
thoroughly re-screened prior to analysis and selected in context to their original microscopy
scopes to ensure the best potential candidates for processing. Overall, the study successfully
developed a method for routine implementation that can provide new pathways of analysis
and generate new information for investigators.
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